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Modeller in lockdown
- thank you Mr Brown

Ship shape and Bristol fashion
Those of you who know Grant
Robinson know that he has
had a long history with the
sea as well as the air. He ran
the oldest gaffed rigged ketch
in NZ, the Fox II, in Akaroa
harbour for many years and he
has long been a great supporter of our club, focusing on
building most of his models
from scratch.
Here is his latest creation - the
Bristol Scout.
Bristol Scout 1/4 scale.
Span is 78”. Motor is a NGH
swinging an 18x7 prop. Plans
by Alan McGreevy who also
supplied the cowling.
the original was designed in
1913 and was probably the
first really successful aircraft in
the Royal Flying Corp.
Armament was a Lewis gun on
the st/bd side of the fuselage
firing thru the propeller with NO
interrupt gear and no rifle.
It was the 1st aircraft to down
an enemy and the 1st U.C. It
was also the plane flown by
fighter ace, James McCudden.
A great deal of information is
in May 2019 Aeroplane which
has been my data base for the
last few months.

1 Getting ready to measure the rigging wires.

2 The wheels are turned from pinus then covered with fabric.
Tyres, from Mark Halliday’s useful junk box, are 5 1/2” O rings.

Regards Grant
3. (right) Covered with Koverall and many coats of dope.
Roundells were made by
my wife’s steady hand. Awaiting dummy engine, stitching
and lettering.
Note: The original had no
paint scheme.
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4 The dummy Le Rhone engine was also turned by hand
from pinus wood. The undercarriage has scale bungee
springing.

All done. What a great job Grant. Most of
it made by hand. Very convincing. It is a
shame that there will have to be a bit of a
wait until the test flight can take place.
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Favourite 3 models make interesting reading
Hope you are all doing well, not suffering too
much from cabin fever, and have found some
time to do a little modelling perhaps. Thanks to
all of you who submitted your top 3 favourite

Top 3
Geoff Tie

models. Quite an club inventory and history. It
is interesting to note how many of these models
are or were the ones you flew the most, not necessarily the ones that looked the best.

Roger Atkinson

F20 Tigershark - Direct Connection kit OS46P
with retracts. Flew the pants off it and it literally
fell apart!

Zlin Akrobat by Great Planes. Flew great with
OS91 FS. Bit of a bitch to land. Met its demise
due to tip stall on landing and cartwheeled into
oblivion!

80 in (2mtr) Super Cub. Adrian Page Kit built
2009. 6 cell electric but has had 15cc petrol. Still
going strong.
2.6mtr Topmodel Fox powered glider (3cell)
great fun slope soaring over sea cliffs!

Great Planes Piper Cherokee 180. OS52 FS
power. Been under repair due to
an unfortunate contact with runway sheep
fence some time ago. Nearly
ready to go again after extensive repairs.
Thanks Covid 19!

2.5mtr Canadair, scatch built, 26 cell (5200mah)
spun in approaching temporary strip at Burnham,
too slow, too heavy! Another is in the pipeline.
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Robin Sallabanks

Corrie Hoult

Hangar 9 Spitfire with Saito 100, 3 blade prop,
crashed at Mcleans Island in a strong wind when
the engine stopped. Stalled and spun in. Loved
the outline of the elliptical wing when flying this.

BUSA 1/4 scale cub
This is my favourite as it’s such an easy flier
and on those still days is an absolute joy to fly

MD530, thunder tiger Raptor Mechanics. Currently on the bench getting a petrol motor conversion.

Carl Goldberg. Bucker Jungmann. Built from kit.
Started life with a 90 glow and finished up with
a DLE30. Crashed into trees at Swannanoa on
final approach.
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ESM zero
This was my first gasser and first ARF build.
This plane has been around for a long time
now and I usually log most of my hours on it
at Forsyth ! This one was lucky to survive after
it lost all elevator control at Forsyth 3-4 years
ago but managed to get it on the ground in
(relatively) one piece

Helios DLG
This thing is probably my most flown model.
Excellent on the thermal days and just as
good on the light days on the slope. I have
over the last 7 days flown it every single day
with the objective being a 10min flight off one
launch. Bar yesterday (Monday) this has been
achieved.

Alex Hewson

achieved this year in January. Model is amazing to fly. Very stable and easy to fly fast. The
absolute pinacle of model aviation design and
technology.
3.3m wingspan
9kg AUW
Ailerons:
MKS HV6130
Flaps: Four MKS HV747
Elevator:
MKS HV747 in tail
Battery:
2s Li-Ion LG MJ-1 3500mah

Extreme Flight/3D Hobby Shop (collaboration
between two companies) Edge 540. Now 2 years
old and still performing fantastic. Huge thanks to
DA Australia.
Specifications
Winspan: 106”
Length: 103” (with spinner)
Weight 25 lbs.
Power System: Desert Aircraft DA 120cc
Blazing Star DA 120 stand-off
FlowMaster 34 oz. fuel tank
EF Fuel Dot
5” spinner
Radio
JR XG-14 w RG812BX Rx
Servos
JR 8955SS on ailerons
JR 8911BL on elevator and rudder
(just installed these and havent yet tested)

5m ASG-29 Built by Neal Blackie.
This was a full home build by Neal about 15
years ago. It has been flown for absolutely
countless hours, by countless people, at countless events and countless locations. This is
the reason its on my top 3. It flies superbly, is
strong as buggery but will hang around and
thermal very well. It has been abused, DSed,
done more beatups of runways than any other
plane I’ve owned, and is always reliable.

Paul Chenery & Alan Stevenson

A BLAST FROM THE PAST. From sometime
Kinetic Transonic DP. Built by Spencer Lisenby in in the 1980’s, here is Paul Chenery’s Gee Bee
LA, CA USA.
and Alan Stevenson’s Zeta, probably at MotuBought 2 years ago to try and break 500mph
karara when the club used to fly out there.
in NZ and be first place outside of California to
go over 500mph with a model glider. This was
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John Isitt

1/4 Scale Cermark Pitts.I brought this ARF
home from the USA, and it has had a couple of
glow motors in it, the first ST90 was a PITA
and now an OS 91 with Pitts muffer ( naturally )
My only remaining glow engined model.
Its a very light model and is easy to fly - perhaps its kind of special to me as (a) I havent
crashed it, and (b) I have flown in, and have
flown a real Pitts S2, which was a very memorable occasion.

Hots 2
The first plane that I owned that flew in a straight
line. Crashed big time due to radio interference.
Kanard for 2 and 3 as they also flew in a straight
line. I owned three of them in a row.

Electric E flite Extra 260. I have flown in the
local parks for about 5 years....it stays in one
piece (no assembly needed) and with just 2x
3 cell Lipos that I can pop in my TX case I can
pop over to the park and fly for 15 mins or so so long as there isnt much wind.

John’s trailer - take your pick!

Grant McFaull

My as yet to fly Top Fight Giant FW190
Its been a bit of a project this one. I started
building it with a 5cyl saito radial and now its
got a Saito 61cc petrol flat twin in it. I plan to
use the Mr RC sound boards for machine gun
sounds and flashing lights in sync with them.
It has Robart electric retracts and electric retracting tailwheel too. It was 90% completed
when we shifted to Ashvegas,and now I have a
workshop my intention is to have it finished and
flying before Lake Forsyth fly-in this year.
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John McKenzie

Matt McKenzie

Limbo dancer. Great to fly - you can do anything with it.

Hots 2 fantastic flying plane in all conditions.
Matt. probably flew it more than his dad.

Howard “Pete” - first real scale model I built
Ultrasport 40 one of the smoothest aerobatic
planes I have flown.

Hots 2 , you can fly it in most weather conditions.
Sportsman pylon racer was the fastest and
smoothest racers i have had crashed it due to
transmitter crystal failing 20 years ago.

Plus one more on the way, Howard dga-4 Ike
being built ( when I’m not swearing at it).
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Victor Tan

Jeremy McLean

My favorite model is the Polikarpov i16, all
scratch built all wood construction, around 2m
span, runs a geared inrunner motor on 10 cells.
I like this model because it flies so well, much
better that its stubby appearance would suggest.

1/4 scale SE5a. The model won best model at
the Lake Forsyth event in 2016. Flys beautifully

Simmonds Spartan, 1/4 scale. Victor built this
model from full size plans which had been
reverse-engineered from an aircraft in Geraldine by two gentlemen who built a replica.
While they were building the full size aircraft,
Victor built his model and proved that the full
size aircraft would fly.

Lazy Ace biplane.
Victor has also been making masks over the
last couple
of weeks
for family
and for the
nurses who
have been
fighting
Covid-19.

2m e-flight Radian. The cheapest model I have
owned, fantastic flyer and thermal glider, with a
massive speed range. It has helped my thermal
finding skills massively in the last 2 weeks. My
7 year old son has now become quite confident
with it, due to its very forgiving characteristics.
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3rd favorite would be my scratch built fifth scale
Hawker Typhoon. The build taught me so much
(thanks Alex), also it taught me about flying a
large heavy model. Around 2.2m span, 9kg,
powered by 50cc petrol.

Peter Hewson

Mark Halliday

Sopwith Pup, 1/4 scale. Enjoyable build with a
lot of trips to Wigram to see / photograph the
full size one in restoration. Flys well and realistically, but prone to weather vaning.

Fokker DXXI that was scratch built from 3 views
in a “Profile” publications and finished in a Danish colour scheme. Had an OS four stroke that
I’d converted to run with a homemade electronic
ignition system. It looked good doing low passes
and any big maneuvers.

Lancaster, 11 feet wingspan, electric. First go
at a multi-engined model. Flys just like a big
trainer.
An NZ CT4B Airtrainer that was scratch built
mainly from photos and very small 3 views. Powered by an OS 48 FS, it was underpowered but
lived up to its name as a trainer by allowing me
to get away with some really horrible flying indiscretions. The easiest plane to land I’ve ever had.

My most enjoyable model to fly - Carbon
Cub. Equally at home off the water or off the
land.
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A very semi scale ARF Extra 330 built by a Vietnamese company that I’ve forgotten the name of.
I lightened it and put flaps on it (non scale)
and it flew beautifully with an OS 70 FS.

Ray Homan

Dave Bately

Model tech, almost ready to cover model,
purchased late 1980s. Saw much flying with
OS 108 and Enya FS120 up front; been refurbished 3 times, with this being the latest livery.
Both float and land, got ro be my favourite,
been around a long time.

RACER CAT has seen reliable service for
some 6 or 7 years. Hobby King model. Powered by OS 60 I purchased in Norfolk Island 20
years ago. Performs well on floats and land.

First version of Dragon Lady. Pic taken at
Blenheim fly-in at Woodbourne with Geoff &
Peter.
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Ol’ Blue Nose (Smalley). Paul and I both built
versions of this model and they flew very favourably.

BA Hawk. Designed by Paul Chenery. Had to
find the right engine to fit in the tapered nose, but
it proved excellent and it flew fast.

Tundra Falcon. Got its name from our flying at
the Spit and noticing tthat he sparse vegetation
looked a little like tundra, and we saw a Falcon flying overhead. Tundra Falcon Mk 2 and 3
(Bately)

Graeme Holmes

Magister The Magister was the aircraft I first
learned to fly with Robin Salabanks as instructor
(great instructor)
I have had many enjoyable hours of flying since
then with only two incidents. One early on when
I tried to fly through a wire fence when the wires
were too close together, and the second was
when the Magister took on a life of it’s own and
flew off in large circles giving me the two fingers
up. It Flew 12km as the crow flies but more like
a total distance of 14 with the circular path. It
landed down wind on a fairly strong North Wester
amongst a field of cows fully intact. A new reciever was installed and it is still flying to this day.

3 Polestar The Polestar was a Delta wing all
built of foam and pretty quick. It flew extremely
well and was able to fly off both land and water.
It had a frightening rate of roll and because of
the shape you had to keep yours eyes glued
to it the whole time. I had many hours of enjoyment out of this model.

Our landlord, Stu. No planes, but he has some
favourite cars.

2 Firestar The Firestar was an interesting model
to build with tapered wings and a nicely shaped
fuselage and generally a pleasing shape. It was
a very tight aircraft to fit everything in. It flew
extremely well and was very aerobatic so I was
somewhat unhappy after a few years enjoyable
flying to right it off on a low manoeuvre during
a competition. There was nothing left really big
enough to rebuid.
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Our other Stu - Mr Dunbar, with parasol model.

Peter Barlow

Keith Reid

Piper tri-pacer. Happy with the build and it flew
very well.

Align TREX 550, This has been a very reliable
Helicopter, and unlike the 450, the main shaft
and a lot of the fiddly bits to replace don’t bent
on crashing. I have had it for about 8 years
and have flown it most Sundays at the Field.
It runs on a 6 Cell 5000 battery. Just before
Lockdown I bought another off Trademe,
cheapish so hope to get time to get it going.

Mentor. Flew this a lot. When it crashed I rebuilt
it with another colour scheme.

Tundra, This is a reliable foamy and handles
pretty well, even in winds of 15km/h. Over
the Lockdown I have managed to rebuild 2
smashed ones into one that can fly. Once it is
flyable I will probably put the water skis on it
and a better radio receiver.

Cessna 140. A top wing model with forgiving
flying characteristics. Could not find a photo of
Peter’s 140, but it looked a little like this.
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Bixler2, (top photo)
I have fitted my Bixler2 with FPV and OSD,
(On screen Display). With all the extra electronics it is a bit nose heavy so have to fly with
a bit of flap and up elevator. With the Goggles
on I get the view from the cockpit and I can
remotely move the camera up and down and
side to side. The OSD gives voltage, current,
height, direction to fly back to take off point,
speed, height, signal strength etc and graphs
of height with time etc can be downloaded
from module. It is easy to get lost and can get
a bit stressful when its also saying low signal.

A
A blast
blast from
from the
the past
past -- models
models of
of yesteryear
yesteryear

One of the things we did after our last big disaster - the earthquake that is - was to organise a club
build of a foamie pylon design which we decked out with the same motors, batteries etc. We then
raced them around a course of polystyrene pylons at Des Lines place. About 10-12 of us gave it a
go. Great fun and great carnage. Robin Sallabanks emerged as the king of this activity.

Warren Vance flying his Pup at Halswell Quarry

Past president, Darren
Holder, flying his Yak in the
snow at Rolleston.

Paul Chenery and the ever reliable Ol’ blue nose.

My “also ran” is a 48in wingspan DH Gypsy Moth
built from a free plan in RCM&E. Powered by an
OS 20 FS (the smallest production fourstroke
made). A wonderful flyer that fitted into the car
fully rigged. a big plus for a biplane. It sadly met
its end running head on into a third scale Laser
- wasn’t much left.
Cheers, Mark Halliday
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Donald Brown, the oldest member of the club,
has been a prolific designer and builder of models and a regular at Lake Forsyth.

Owen Brownlee has been a great stalwart of
the club and enjoyed flying out at the Spit.

A club member had a collision with the trees at
Burnham some years ago which resulted in this
complete burn out. Extinguishers to the ready!
The Christmas barbie has
been great fun each year.

In 2008 the club chartered the DC3, ZK-AMY,
for a day trip to Ashburton.

The old club field at Motukara in the early 2000’s.
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Mark’s Corsair taking shape
Mark Brown has been using
the time in lockdown profitably
by working on his new Corsair
build. Looking sharp.
Mark has an amazing and
comprehensive collection of
warbird models. This will add
yet one more to a spacious
workshop.

Plenty of models in Mark’s workshop to
choose favourites from. Covering with fibreglass (right).
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Treasurers end of year Report
2019-20

The history books will record this year along with other worldwide pandemics as one of social
change. Not only will the history record the number who die but also whom. I can’t predict the
future but we as a club will be affected in some form. I only hope it won’t be because of the loss of
members through this virus.
The world has been waiting for some form of recession for too long, we have been living on borrowed money for too long and it’s time to pay it back. How long the recession lasts, or if the world
slips into a depression is unknown. This will affect us who are still working, either through loss of
employment or a reduction of wages. Even those who are retired and living off our investments will
notice the reduction in value of the shares, and the reduction in dividends. Worst case the government will go broke and reduce your pension. But then I am the pessimist. The optimist in me says
this will be over next month. Fat chance.
Last week the committee held a meeting via Skype. This worked better than I hoped. Perhaps
others will report on the agenda. The most important point as far as I am concerned is the continuation of the club. In these times the AGM has been postponed, to when is unknown. Our club’s
constitution states under section 8 “The AGM shall be held during the month of April or as soon
thereafter as the Club Committee shall be able to convene the same’. We have never had to make
allowance for a pandemic and we won’t be the only club affected in this way.
I was asked to contact the Companies Office and see if there was any recommendations. They are
the one that hound us (me) for the returns at the end of the year because of the inc. at the end of
the club’s name. New Zealand Companies Office is part of the Ministry of Business Innovation and
Employment. Here is what they have posted on their opening page:
If you are able to file your annual return or annual confirmation on time, we would encourage you
to do so. However for the foreseeable future, we will not be taking any enforcement action, or removing entities from our registers should they fail to submit their annual return on time”. That was
correct when updated 22 March 2020. Bloody nice of them.
At the end of the financial year we have $6,256.79 in our general account. $41.14 in our insurance
account, earning no interest and $30,000.61 in our notice saver. Remember 15k of this is our insurance that was moved into the saver account to earn better interest. The interest return is much
the same as 12 additional members.
We have taken a hit with membership numbers. 46 last year, 30 this year so far.
The fly in at Lake Forsyth was profitable by $1586.97. Thanks to all those that helped to make this
event possible. We just may have to forgo holding one this year. If we can hold it, Roger is confident that we can pull it together if we have a clear month to plan and execute.
My motion is that we hold the fees at their present level. This is to give some certainty to you the
members. My only unknown is MFNZ.
Thank you all for your support.
John Isitt,
Treasurer
02/04/2020
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Patron’s favourite aircraft - Des has the advantage of cockpit view

de Havilland DH 82 Tiger Moth, ZK-BCO
This iconic aircraft takes pride of place in Des’
hangar at Swannanoa. Many of our club members have enjoyed a ride in this aircraft from
the front seat over the years - a memorable
experience. An ex RAF aircraft, c/n 83420, it
was imported into NZ in 1953.

Piper Super Cub PA-18-160, ZK-BPK
Built in Lock Haven, Pennsylvania, USA, by
Piper Aircraft Corp.
17/3/58 to 16/6/58 Shipped to New Zealand and
assembled by Airwork NZ Ltd, Harewood Airport, Christchurch
17/6/58 to 5/8/62 Owned by Auckland Aero
Club Mangere Aerodrome, Auckland
6/8/62 to 7/4/66 Owned by W J Telford No 3
RD, Balclutha
8/4/66 to 15/9/70 Owned by G C Scott, Rees
Valley Station, Glenorchy, Otago
16/9/70 to 27/1/76 Owned by E W Colling Long
Gully Farm, No 3 RD Cromwell
28/1/76 to 31/5/83 Owned by N W MacFarlane
“The Chimneys”, RD1, Nightcaps
1/6/83 to 30/4/85 Owned by M L & R M Walls,
Omahau Station, Twizel, Sth Canterbury
1/5/85 to 29/5/89 Owned by DJ McIntosh 234
York Place, Dunedin
30/5/89 to 13/3/90 Owned by R&C McAulay,
Paeroa
14/3/90 to 27/3/98 Southland Gliding Club,
Invercargill

Boeing 747 - 400
Des used to captain the 747 for Air NZ from
L.A. to NZ. He has recounted many stories
from his experience in these aircraft.

28/3/98 Owned by Des Lines
Tram Road, Swannanoa RD6, Rangiora 7476
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Yes, we did have a committee meeting this
month - by Skype. Nothing much to report, other
than to say that our AGM is postponed until we
know more about group gatherings. Here is
some stuff from Roger instead.

Committee Corner
Some Workshop Stuff:
Last newsletter I suggested a
group build.
It has not been easy as I have not
had the light materials suggested
on hand, so using thicker wood
and more sandpaper, I have
sanded the dollars away.
A tow hook has been fitted as per
plans so that a short bungee can
be used when flying on the flat.
My shoulder won’t put up with
hand launching!
Luckily I have Solite light wgt
covering film. It is not easy to use
and requires iron temperatures
between 80c and 100.c which is
fairly cool.
Final weight just under 10oz
(280gms) which is 20% lighter
than my 1989 version
This is the finished Stylus.

Fuse and tail feathers were built a
year ago, so no photos I’m afraid.
Wire ends are”z” bends at
servos and right angle with
keeper at horn. If coarse
adjustment is required the
heatshrink is cut off, adjusted
then reglued and heatshrunk
Now have to wait for lock down
to finish, so I can get to Te Oka
Bay, get my Spektrum TX and test
fly off the hill👍

Peter H. has also been
building the Stylus from
the plans we sent to you
all a couple of weeks ago.
The glider is at the stage
of fitting the radio gear and
putting it all together.
Anyone else having a go?
And this is how I got there.

A great idea for hanging light models from Roger
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Prez sez

President’s Report 2019-2020
New Zealanders have been incredible over the last few weeks,
joining together, in a virtual manner, to hopefully deal to this nasty
little virus that can cause health
problems to the age demographic
that is prominent in our club.
The essential workers, families,
employers, employees, everyone
is suffering in their own way and
we all need to support each other
in any way we can.
Christchurch Radios Flyers
Club members have and will
continue to be impacted by
Covid 19 for sometime into the
future(unknown). Contact us if
you have any thoughts that may
help you. When the levels drops
we will still have to be aware of
proximity to each other as we
gather to fly, for example, separating flightbox gates to form 3
separate pilot boxes each 3 meters apart. There will be plenty to
think about and advice to be sort
when this time arrives.
The club has had a good year
both financially and membership

Roger’s email: macak@xtra.co.nz

wise. There have been a few new
members(see Johns report for details). There looks to be a significant drop in membership renewals
for this coming year, which is
understandable given current circumstances regarding uncertainty
around incomes and access to our
facilities. Time will tell.
Lake Forsyth event was successful again with everyone enjoying
themselves, with very few problems. The weather behaved and
pilot comments were encouraging. The increase in floatplanes,
thanks to foamies including floats
in their kits, is most encouraging
for me, as this is why this event
was started 25 approx years ago.
Thanks to those who help, without
whom the event would not happen. The Fly in sub committee
does need some new members as
there are personal changes afoot.
Again time can only tell if we
have an event this year, no doubt a
much smaller affair, depending on
time and congregating rules.
Stu Lill continues to be a most accommodating land owner, holding
our rent, mowing the paddock and
calling in regularly for a yarn.
Financially, our club is in very
good shape and have no significant accounts ahead other than
rental. No chattel insurance because we have our self insurance
policy, and most other costs are

user based.
The track into the field is improving and another load of shingle
may be needed in the future. We
did look into levelling the runway
for the few larger, faster planes,
but after talking to contractors
decided that the expense far outweighed the benefits, particularly
as we have no way of securing
tenure and we can be moved on at
anytime.
Finally, I would like to thank the
committee for their work over
the last year, Peter, John, Keith,
Craig, Jeremy, Chris, Bell, Alex,
and Chris Hellyar who resigned a
few months ago because of soaring work commitments.
Craig is resigning from the club
to chase his and son, Jack’s, passion for fullsize gliding. He has
promised to stay in touch and I am
sure he will be back. Good luck in
these uncertain times.
We have at least two vacancies on
the committee and would welcome anyone to put their names
forward, this is a good organisation to be part of in very different
times than we have had in the
past.
The optimist in me thinks; Tomorrow, life won’t be normal, just
different.
Roger Atkinson.
President 9/4/2020
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